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Editorial Director Andrew Arnold gives 
updates on HarperAlley and introduces you 
to Johnnie Christmas, author of Swim Team, 

in this video

In this video, author Johnnie Christmas 
tells the personal story that inspired his 

new graphic novel, Swim Team

https://vimeo.com/602012904
https://vimeo.com/602012904
https://vimeo.com/602109304
https://vimeo.com/602109304


SWIM TEAM by Johnnie Christmas
Ages 8 - 12, 256 pages, Pub 4/2022

Bad News Bears meets New Kid in this masterful middle-grade debut from cartoonist Johnnie 
Christmas, where a young girl named Bree must face her fear of swimming head on, while at 
the same time confronting the long-standing barriers of systemic racism set within the public 
pool system.

Bree was excited for her first day at her new school, Enith Brigitha, home to the Mighty 
Manatees. That is, until she was forced to take the only elective that would fit her schedule, the 
dreaded Swim 101. Up until this point, the thought of swimming made her queasy, but now 
she's forced to dive headfirst into one of her greatest fears.  Lucky for her, Etta, an elderly 
occupant of her apartment building and former swim team captain, is willing to help. With 
Etta’s training, Bree unexpectedly becomes one of the star members of her swim team. 
Suddenly, Bree now finds herself with her teammates relying on her to turn the failing team 
around. But that's a tall order when their biggest rival, Holyoke Prep, has a state-of-the-art 
training facility that Enith Brigitha could never afford.  In Swim Team, the middle-grade graphic 
novel debut by cartoonist Johnnie Christmas, we learn that the wave of change can start with 
even the tiniest of ripples.

POWERHOUSE CARTOONIST: The fabulously talented Johnnie Christmas is a #1 New York Times 
best-selling graphic novelist, best known for co-creating the series Angel Catbird with 
celebrated writer Margaret Atwood. 

TOPICAL SUBJECT MATERIAL: Learning to swim is a very serious issue in the Black community. 
Longstanding issues of race and class have meant that pools are either not present in Black 
communities or are poorly maintained. Parents who can’t swim are less likely to have children 
who can swim or encourage their children to learn. Johnnie’s inspiration for Swim Team was to 
encourage young African American children to get in the pool and learn to swim. 

MORE TO COME FROM JOHNNIE: We’re lucky to have two other standalone graphic novels 
coming from Johnnie in later seasons. The first, Gamerville, is currently slated for Summer 
2023, and follows middle-schooler Max, a champion video gamer who winds up at Camp 
Refresh, a tech-free summer camp. Untitled Book #3 will follow in Summer 2024. 

Johnnie Christmas is a #1 New York Times Best Selling graphic novelist. Best known for co-
creating the series Angel Catbird with celebrated writer Margaret Atwood, he has adapted 
William Gibson’s lost screenplay for Alien 3 into a critically acclaimed graphic novel of the same 
name. He was nominated for the Outstanding Cartoonist 2019 Joe Shuster Award for his 
graphic novel, FIREBUG. He also co-created the series Sheltered. A graduate of the Pratt 
Institute in Brooklyn, NY, he earned a BFA in Communication Design/Illustration. He currently 
lives in Vancouver.
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UNHAPPY CAMPER by Lily LaMotte, illustrated by Ann Xu
Ages 8 - 12, 192 pages, Pub 5/2022

From the creators of Measuring Up, comes a sophomore graphic novel about two sisters who 
rebuild their bond at a Taiwanese American summer camp.

Would you rather blend in or stand out? Claire and Michelle used to be best friends, but now the 
two sisters couldn’t be more different. Michelle will do anything to fit in, even if it means denying 
her Taiwanese culture. Whereas Claire is proud of who she is. So much so, that she 
decides become a junior counselor at a Taiwanese American summer camp.

Sensing a rift between the two, their parents decide to send them both off to camp, much to 
Michelle’s dismay. As summer continues, both sisters learn more about their culture and each 
other. But Michelle must eventually decide to either embrace her culture and her family or 
assimilate into the popular group at school. Which will she choose? From Lily LaMotte and Ann 
Xu, the brilliant creators of Measuring Up, comes a heartwarming story about the importance of 
being true to yourself and standing up for what you believe in.

ACCLAIMED CREATORS OF MEASURING UP: Lily LaMotte and Ann Xu team up once again to 
deliver another stunning book. Lily’s stellar writing paired with Ann’s beautiful illustrations 
combine to make a sophomore graphic novel just as powerful as the first.

RECONNECTING TO TAIWANESE CULTURE: In this book, the sisters learn to take pride in their 
culture. From a young age, people of color are socialized to assimilate into American culture. But 
in this book, the characters learn to take pride in their Taiwanese heritage and celebrate their 
differences. This is an important message to deliver to young readers of color. 

BASED ON AUTHOR'S LIFE: Lily LaMotte was inspired to write this book from her own personal 
life and struggles with the culture clashes between her Taiwanese and American identities and 
growing up with immigrant parents. 

Lily LaMotte has an MFA from Hamline's Writing for Children and Young Adults program, and is 
on the SCBWI Western Washington Advisory Committee, with past roles of conference 
coordinator and interim assistant RA, and current role as Monthly Programming Coordinator. 
When Lily LaMotte isn’t writing, she’s watching cooking shows. Sometimes when she sees the 
gray clouds outside her window in the Pacific Northwest, she loads up the camper van for a 
writing retreat camping trip with her husband and two dogs. Visit her at www.lilylamotte.com.    

Ann Xu is an Ignatz-nominated cartoonist and illustrator working in Baltimore. She graduated 
with a BFA in Illustration from the Maryland Institute College of Art. Visit her at 
www.annixu.com. 
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If you liked Roller Girl and Top 
Chef Junior you’ll love Measuring 

Up!

It’s hard enough 
to fit in in middle 
school without 
having to figure 
out how to 
assimilate into a 
new culture at 
the same time…

http://www.annixu.com/


SAVING CHUPIE by Amparo Ortiz, illustrated by Ronnie Garcia
Ages 8 - 12, 224 pages, Pub 7/2022

Nidhi Chanani’s Pashmina meets Coco in Saving Chupie, a heartwarming middle grade graphic novel 
adventure about Violeta Rubio and her friends’ mission to protect their local monster from international 
smugglers, set in a recovering town within Puerto Rico.

Violeta Rubio only has one goal in mind for her first-ever trip to Puerto Rico: help Abuelita reopen her 
beloved restaurant La Casita. After the destruction wrought by Huracán Maria, La Casita needs all the help it 
can get. The only problem is that Violeta’s whole family thinks they can do it without her. Now Violeta’s 
doesn’t have anyone to hang out with and nothing to do. But when best friend duo Diego and Lorena need 
help capturing the rumored Chupacabra, Violeta sees her chance to change all that. What she isn’t 
expecting is to run straight into the beast! 

Only…he isn’t as monstrous as everyone assumes. Sure, he’s got some scales and spikes, big red eyes, and 
pointy fangs—but he’s a totally puppy and loyal to a fault. Now Violeta must find a way keep Chupie hidden 
and convince her newfound friends that he isn’t anyone to be scared of. And if that isn’t hard enough, a 
new threat lurks around the corner that is dead set on capturing Chupie for their own nefarious means. Will 
Violeta be able to save Chupie from the danger that surrounds them without sacrificing everything else in 
the process? 

Saving Chupie captures the resilience of a young girl, a family, and an island in face of nearly impossible 
odds and proves that love and friendship conquers all in this timely new adventure inspired by Puerto Rican 
culture and lore.

FUN TWIST ON MONSTER LORE: Everyone’s read the stories about vampires, werewolves, and witches, 
SAVING CHUPIE takes a Latinx myth and brings it to center stage in a thrilling and new adventure story. 

OPEN ENDING IS RIPE WITH POSSIBILITIES FOR FUTURE BOOKS: With an unknown number of creatures 
released on the island at the end of the story, Violeta, Diego, and Lorena can meet any number of mythical 
creatures from around the world. 

Amparo Ortiz was born in San Juan, Puerto Rico, and currently lives on the island’s northeastern coast. 
While Blazewrath Games is her debut novel, Saving Chupie is her first book for middle grade readers. Her 
short story comic, “What Remains in The Dark,” appears in the Eisner Award-winning anthology Puerto Rico 
Strong. She holds an M.A. in English and a B.A. in Psychology from the UPR’s Río Piedras campus. When 
she’s not teaching ESL to her college students, she’s streaming K-pop music videos, vlogging for her 
eponymous YouTube channel, and writing about Latinx characters in worlds both contemporary and 
fantastical. Follow her shenanigans online at www.amparoortiz.com.

Eisner winning artist Ronnie Garcia is a queer Puerto Rican illustrator with experience in comics and visual 
development. With a range of storytelling experience from middle grade to young adult, their signature 
talent involves designing creatures of the tooth variety. They have illustrated for several independent 
anthologies, books, and currently teach young artists in their community. When they're not drawing 
pictures or working with young artists, they can be found huddled in a blanket fort working on puzzles and 
eating fruit snacks.
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WARRIORS: EXILE FROM SHADOWCLAN by Erin Hunter
Ages 8 - 12, 224 pages, Pub 5/2022

A brand-new standalone, full-color graphic novel featuring an original adventure set in the world of the #1 bestselling Warriors series.

On the verge of a bitter leaf-bare, ShadowClan stands on the brink of its own destruction. While its leader, Brokenstar, is obsessed with battle and revenge, his 
former mentor, retired warrior Nightpelt, remembers a ShadowClan that took care of its own. When Brokenstar banishes Nightpelt and the rest of ShadowClan’s 
elders to the farthest edges of Clan territory, Nightpelt is shocked at his cruelty. But he’s determined to ensure he and his fellow exiles survive the coming frost—and 
live to reclaim the ShadowClan they’ve always known.

#1 NATIONALLY BESTSELLING SERIES: The New York Times bestselling Warriors series has been flying off the shelves for eighteen years and counting. We’ve now 
sold more than 30 MILLION net copies of all Warriors titles combined. 

THE PERFECT FORMAT FOR DEDICATED FANS AND NEW READERS: Graphic novel adventures are carving out a huge fan base within the middle grade sphere, and 
with epic, full-color illustrations, this graphic novel is poised to draw in new readers as well as dedicated fans. Our three colorized bind-ups have sold more than 
150,000 copies combined, and our first two original full-color adventures have sold over 75,000 net copies.  

FULL COLOR: Longtime Warriors manga artist James Barry has created new, action-packed art for this full-color original graphic novel. 

Erin Hunter is inspired by a love of cats and a fascination with the ferocity of the natural world. She is the author of the bestselling Warriors, Seekers, Survivors, 
Bravelands, and Bamboo Kingdom series. Erin lives in the UK. Enter the wild at www.warriorcats.com. 

Rights sold: Chinese Complex, 
Norwegian, Russian

http://www.warriorcats.com/


THE CRYPTID CLUB #1: BIGFOOT TAKES THE FIELD by Michael Brumm, illustrated by Jeff Mack
Ages 6 - 10, 96 pages, Pub 5/2022 Book 1 of 4

In Bigfoot Takes the Field, the first book in the all-new early-reader graphic novel series, The Cryptid 
Club, super sleuth Lily, her younger brother Henry, and their peculiar, but lovable, neighbor Oliver 
must band together to figure out if Bigfoot is really hiding-out at their school.

Lily knows better than to listen to the gossip her little brother Henry has heard, but when her school 
newspaper is in need of a big headline, the rumor that Bigfoot has spotted at school is the only 
newsworthy lead Lily’s got. The problem is that if Lily’s going to break the story, she’s going to have to 
get some legit evidence of that this so-called showering yeti is really real. So when claw marks appear 
on the football equipment and animal hair starts clogging the team’s showers, no one’s happier than 
Lily. But can Lily, Henry, and Oliver discover why Bigfoot has come to their school before it’s too late? 
It’s the first book in the hilarious new Cryptid Club series from Emmy Award-winning writer, Michael 
Brumm and bestselling illustrator, Jeff Mack.

VALUING OUR DIFFERENCES AND UNIQUENESS: In each graphic novel, the Cryptid Club will 
investigate a mystery that features an unusual creature-- a Loch Ness Monster, a Swamp Creature, a 
Banshee, and other elusive beings. But these creatures aren’t scary. They’re misunderstood and want 
nothing more than to be able to pursue their individual dreams. Leave it to The Cryptid Club to help 
them do just that! 

GRAPHIC NOVELS FOR EMERGING READERS: Comping to Pea, Bee and Jay and Catstronauts series, 
The Cryptid Club is perfect for the emerging reader interested in comics. 

PLANNED SERIES: The first book in The Cryptid Club series is publishing in Summer 2022, with book 2 
to follow in Winter 2023, book 3 slated in Fall 2023, and book 4 capping the series in Summer 2024

Michael Brumm is a writer/producer for The Late Show with Stephen Colbert. He’s also been a 
Consulting Producer for At Home with Amy Sedaris and a 4-time Emmy-winning writer for The Colbert 
Report. He is the co-author of the children’s book HIS ROYAL DOGNESS and has written for various 
magazines and video games. Michael currently lives in New York City with his wife, Camille, and their 
two little cryptids, Henry and Bea.

Jeff Mack spent most of his childhood drawing monsters, making comic books, and building haunted 
houses in his basement. He has spent most of his adulthood doing the same things. Since 2003, he has 
written and illustrated a long list of award-winning picture books, chapter books, and early readers, 
including the Clueless McGee series, GOOD NEWS BAD NEWS, HUSH LITTLE POLAR BEAR, DUCK IN THE 
FRIGE, and FROG & FLY. He has also illustrated many books for other authors, including James Howe’s 
Bunnicula and Friends series and Eve Bunting’s HURRY! HURRY! At home in Northampton, 
Massachusetts, he travels both nationally and internationally visiting schools and libraries to talk with 
kids about creating books.



SIR LADYBUG AND THE QUEEN BEE by Corey R. Tabor Book 2 of 3
Ages 6 - 10, 72 pages, Pub 6/2022

The second adventure in the funny, clever, young graphic novel Sir Ladybug series where the 
valiant knight takes on a bully from Geisel Award winning picture book and I Can Read creator 
Corey Tabor.

Sir Ladybug—the duke of the dandelion patch, champion of truth and justice—is on a new quest! 
While hanging with his friends, his presence is suddenly summoned by the Queen Bee: Make haste, 
brave knight! Come Quick! Take flight! And don’t you dare delay! 

But the power loving Queen is kind of a bully and forces Sir Ladybug into working for her. Sir 
Ladybug plays along until he is able to rescue his friends—and eventually the Queen Bee too (well, 
sort of).  From Geisel Award winning author-illustrator Corey Tabor, this is the second book in a 
fresh and funny young graphic novel series sure to delight readers. Perfect for fans of Catwad, Bird 
& Squirrel, and Narwhal & Jelly.

WINNING NEW SERIES: This is the second book in a new graphic novel series for newly 
independent readers, following the adventures of a ladybug knight and his pals in the dandelion 
patch. 

GRAPHIC NOVEL OPPORTUNITY: This series will sit nicely alongside funny graphic novel series such 
as Catwad, Bird & Squirrel, and Narwhal & Jelly, while adding something new to this category with 
all its warmth and heart, surprising and delightful asides, and memorable cast of characters. 

AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR-ILLUSTRATOR: Corey is the 2019 Geisel Award winner for Fox the 
Tiger, an honor that elevated Corey’s profile. And along with the acclaim for his latest book Mel Fell 
(winner of the inaugural B&N Children’s & YA Book Awards for Picture Books, an IndieNext Top Ten 
title, an Amazon Best Book of the Month, 3 starred reviews), this series is positioned for success, 
and expands Corey’s reach to an older audience. 

MORE TO COME: We have one more book signed in this series, which will publish in fall 22.

Corey R. Tabor is the author and illustrator of several books for children, 
including Sir Ladybug, Mel Fell, Snail Crossing, and the Theodor Seuss Geisel 
Award–winning Fox the Tiger. Corey lives in Tacoma, Washington with his 
wife and son and spends his time making pictures and stories. You can visit 
him online at www.coreyrtabor.com. 

http://www.coreyrtabor.com/


BEAK & ALLY #3: THE BIG STORM by Norm Feuti Book 3 of 4
Ages 6 - 10, 64 pages, Pub 4/2022

Beak & Ally: The Big Storm is the third book in a series by Norm Feuti about an outgoing bird and 
an introverted alligator, perfect for fans of Narwhal and Jelly and Pea, Bee, & Jay.

A big storm is brewing…but these pals have each other’s backs, rain or shine!  It’s a peaceful, 
rainy day down in the swamp until Beak warns Ally that he can tell a big storm is coming! They 
both better head home to prepare! 

But on her way home, Ally can't help but notice other swamp critters struggling to prepare for 
the inclement weather. Even though she has a lot to do, she decides to offer them a hand. But 
before she knows it, the storm is upon her and she has to take shelter in the first secluded spot 
she can find. Once the storm passes, Ally returns to find her beautiful home in utter ruin! Will Ally 
be able to renovate her home, or will she be forced to leave the swamp for good?

GRAPHIC NOVELS FOR EMERGING READERS: Like the Narwhal and Jelly series (also 64 pages), 
Beak & Ally is perfect for the emerging reader interested in comics. With bright, straightforward 
art and text, these books are perfect for kids learning to read, and will sharpen their visual 
literacy skills at the same time. 

VISUAL HUMOR = VISUAL LITERACY: The expressive facial features and hilarious wordless 
moments in this book are great for kids learning to read. 

PLANNED SERIES: There are four Beak & Ally books scheduled, with Book #4 to follow in Winter 
2023. The hardcover edition of book #1 is out now, and the hardcover edition of book #2 will be 
out in Fall 2021! 

STARTING STRONG: In a series that Terri Libenson calls 'a warm, funny winner', Beak & Ally is off 
to a great start, with a JLG selection and an Amazon Editor's Pick. 

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING: Ally's decision to put her friends first and help her fellow swamp 
creatures prepare for the storm makes this a great early graphic novel for social emotional 
learning with core themes of relationship skills and social awareness.

Norm Feuti is a nationally syndicated cartoonist, author, and freelance illustrator. He is the 
author-illustrator of the graphic novel The King of Kazoo and the early graphic novel series Hello, 
Hedgehog! Norm lives in Massachusetts with his wife and children. Norm often prefers to be 
alone, but enjoys the company of noisy friends from time to time.

Rights sold: French, 
Russian

To be published by 
HarperIberica



FISH AND WAVE by Sergio Ruzzier Book 2 of 2
Ages 4 - 8, 48 pages, Pub 4/2022

Fish and Wave is the latest offering from I Can Read Comics, an early reader line that familiarizes 
children with the world of graphic novel storytelling and encourages visual literacy in emerging 
readers.

Fish returns for another adventure at sea in Fish and Wave by the inimitable Sergio Ruzzier. Fish 
and Wave is a Level One I Can Read Comic, perfect for shared reading with young readers new to 
graphic novel storytelling.

THE LATEST IN I CAN READ COMICS!: HarperAlley is launching the first wave of I Can 
Read Comics in Summer 2021. These leveled comic books hook children on reading, give them 
the confidence to read on their own, and promote visual literacy. Every I Can Read Comic includes 
a "Cartooning Basics" page in the front of the book to help readers new to comics navigate the 
pages more easily. 

OFF TO A GREAT START: Fish and Sun, on sale in June 2021, was a Junior Library Guild selection 
and has received two starred reviews. Kirkus called Fish and Sun "captivating". 

ESTEEMED ARTIST: Sergio is one of Maurice Sendak’s artistic heirs, having won the prestigious 
Sendak Fellowship in 2011 while Maurice was still alive. His work has been met with much 
acclaim, including a 2019 Geisel Honor Book for Fox + Chick: The Party and Other Stories, as well 
as awards by American Illustration, the Society of Illustrators, Communication Arts, and the 
Society of Publication Designers. He also won the Parents’ Choice Gold Medal for The Room of 
Wonders and for his illustrations for Why Mole Shouted, and his book for young readers, Fox + 
Chick: The Party, was named one of PW’s Best Picture Books of 2018.

Sergio Ruzzier has written and illustrated many picture books, including Fox and Chick: The Party, 
a 2019 Geisel Honor Book. He was awarded the Sendak Fellowship in 2011. His work has been 
awarded by American Illustration, The Society of Illustrators, Communication Arts, and The 
Society of Publication Designers. He also won the Parents’ Choice Gold Medal for The Room of 
Wonders and This Is Not a Picture Book. Born in Milan, Sergio currently lives in Italy. Visit Sergio 
online at www.ruzzier.com.


